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The article explores more insight to Susan Anderson also dubbed as, “the most powerful geek 
closest to the President” as she is asked to work under Barrack Obama as a member of the FCC 
transition team. Already serving five years on the board of ICANN, this was Anderson's time to 
work towards using technology policy as the main focus of the FCC. However, at the height of 
the economic crisis, technology was put on the back burner. This was the main problem for 
Anderson, that technology was not a priority and that monopolization of Internet access was 
deemed to only a few large providers. The problem she states in this article is that 
telecommunications has been completely deregulated. As only a handfull of providers exist, 
Internet service prices will continue to go up, as internet service speed will remain the same. The 
reason being, is that there are no new providers trying to break the monopolized marketplace, as 
well as new real reason to improve. We are currently experiencing a telecommunications crisis in 
the United States. 
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ArsTechnica. 28 July, 2013. Web. 18 March 2014. 
YouTube buffers and lost connections are not just a result from your computer or device. It is due 
to our ISP's and especially during peak hours. The problem is that the worlds ISP's fight over 
how much they are going to charge and how much a person on a network should pay to be 
connected to one another. In result, big telecommunication companies argue with one another to 
negotiate prices to connect networks. If a deal is not meet or a company decides to change rates, 
than networks are not connected and users suffer. This is not due to computer glitches, slow 
memory, bugs or technical problems this is a direct relation to big businesses and the decisions 
they make. When bad blood is spilled then instances like Sprint and Cogent happen. Sprint's 
internet provider severed it's relationship  with Cogent and stopped exchanging traffic. The article 
looks back on the meaning of the Internet and understanding how the Internet came to be and 
how business relationships allow the internet to exist. By understanding this than we now know 
why your YouTube or Netflix vides always buffer, stutter or crash. 
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Feb. 2014. Web. 18 March 2014. 
Comcast is the largest media cable company and internet provider in the United States as well as 
the World. With recent announcements that Comcast will purchase Time Warner Cable in the 
near future, if true, this purchase would monopolize the US telecommunications industry. In the 
United States we are paying higher prices for slower Interent services, this Comcast acquisition 
would continue to hinder our Internet speeds and drain our wallets. In France for example, a 
country claimed it be miniscule in compared to the U.S. with technological advances, France's 



triple play packages offer free phone service and faster Internet services costs around 40.00 
dollars a month, a quarter of what Americans pay. So, you might say that the reports on the U.S. 
telecommunications industry are fine, this is untrue. The reports distributed are privately 
commissioned by the telecommunications industry, which make the U.S seem better than we are. 
To take it a step further, in Seoul, South Korea, the triple play packages are around 15.00 a 
month. Even in our sister country, The U.K's monthly cell phone services start at 15.00 and 
broadband is about 25.00 a month unlimited, not to mention the free digital T.V. The problem in 
the United States is that there is no competition and no competition policy. Competition in the 
U.S. is non existent. Most larger cities in the U.S. have a choice between Comcast or a telephone 
provider like AT&T or Verizon. This non-competitive industry is directly due to our government 
and Congress allowing for the monopolization of large industries to squash competitors. As 
regulators review the Comcast aqusation this buyout should ring bells to most Americans, as this 
merger can serve as an example to change new competition policy within the telecommunications 
industry, that focus on consumers instead of big businesses. Instead we have the anti-trust 
division of the Justice Department passing mergers like American Airlines with US airways. 
Ironically, the new head of the FCC is a former lobbyist for cell phone operators and cable 
companies, Tom Wheeler. Hopefully, this merger will awaken the American public to start 
thinking about monopolies driving competition and Internet services away. 

Crawford, Susan. Captive Audience: The Telecom Industry and Monopoly Power in the New 
Guilded Age. Yale University Press. 2013. Print. 
Anderson's book reveals our telecommunications crisis in the United States. Starting back in the 
90's as the government deregulated the marketplace with the introduction of cable. Then Clinton 
signed the Telecommunications Act in 1996, which helped rase the numbers of ISPs to more than 
9,000. In 2000 the problem began from the push of lobbyists, leading to the demise of 
telecommunications industry in the U.S.  The FCC deregulated the broadband market by not 
extending cables to cable companies and dropped the line sharing rule for DSL services. No one 
could keep up and from the demise of the dot-com market the consolidation of the 
telecommunications industry began. It was the complete opposite affect what Clinton signed in 
1996, with the push for innovate and free competition started to produce clear monopolies. In the 
near future if not seen already today, you will only have one choice when it comes to Internet 
services and will be forced to pay one set price even if the connection is not the best. It is the 
major cable companies that run the high speed market place like Comcast or Time Warner Cable. 
Other major companies like AT&T and Verizon have tried to penetrate the cable marketplace, but 
they can't really compete. A new digital divide is forming within the Telecommunications 
industry as we will soon see a group of Americans divided into two Internet categories, one: that 
will be operated on our slower devices and the second: who gets to enjoy the superior access of 
internet through our laptops or desktops. But, and this is the most important issue, is that no one 
evens knows or has a choice/opinion about this crisis! Americans pay so much for Internet 
because they don't have a choice. It was the United States which passed deregulation for Internet 
access, creating monopolies and forcing Americans to pay for high Internet prices because we 
have no more competition. What about affordable broadband? Does America care? What about 
government regulation? How do we make American's aware? What about the US compared to 
other countries? These are questions I would like to answer in my research paper. 

Farivar, Cyrus. The Internet of Elsewhere: The Emergent Effects of a Wired World. Rutgers 
University Press. 2011. Print. 
Using the histories of the Internet, Farivar explores countries like Estonia, Iran, Senegal and 



South Korea and how the interconnectedness role is played out in these countries. The role of the 
Internet spurs new innovate ideals and issues transforming how we communicate, which is 
affecting governing politics and economics. Farvair uses these four regions as examples to serve 
as a comparison to the United States. Sadly, as the United States claims to invent the Internet, and 
produce large tech companies like Apple or Google, we are very far behind other countries. The 
notion that the United States is a superior power is false when it come to technological 
advancements and Internet speeds/availability. Understanding how the Internet spreads globally 
is the main message. To give you an example, South Korea is the most well connected and wired 
country in the world. From 1953 Korea has transported itself to be known as the dead country to 
the most wired country a half a century later. It was the first to convert from dial up to broadband. 
Korea has the cheapest and fastest broadband in the world, with state of the art mobile devices. It 
is a place where everyone can have internet access while riding a subway. However with the good 
effects come the bad. In comparison, it wasn't until 2009 that the BART subway system had 
connection in the Transbay area. In comparison to social media sites like U.S's own Facebook 
(2004), South Korea already had a popular social media site called Cyworld (1999). In Cyworld, 
a scaled up  Second Life,  you could upload photos, videos even upload music. By 2006, it had 
20 million users almost every single South Korean in their teens were members. I will continue to 
use examples like South Korea and past Internet histories as I compare other countries to the 
United States. 

Fitzpatrick, Alex. United States to UN: Keep Your Hands Off the Internet. Mashable. 14 April 
2014.
Frightening, the United States has told the UN as well as the International Telecommunications 
Union, that we, the United States want Internet governance to stay status quo. What is scary, is 
that the ITU has treaties that govern international telecommunications traffic, which  has not 
changed in more than two decades. Even with the rise of a new a globally found Internet and 
services, this should be astonishing to most. The ITU conference allowed the countries to propose 
new models like China and Russia who want Internet governance from the UN. The United 
States claims that with the current state of the Internet operating model as the “multi-stakeholder” 
with the collection of companies contributing- if changed would reduce the risk of the stability of 
the Internet. I would like to use this reference to follow up with the ITU and the ITU conference 
showing what countries submitted proposals and changes regarding telecommunications. The U.S 
has created a team of “experts” to represent our interests at these conferences. 

Gross, Terry. and Crawford, Susan. When It Comes To High-Speed Internet, U.S. Falling Way 
Behind. 6 Feb. 2014. Podcast: “NPR Fresh Air”. 18 March 2014.    

Podcast: Interviewing Anderson about her book and the monopolized telecommunication crisis in 
the United States. 


